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New Bedford, MA - Campaign Speech
The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done. I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in (New Bedford) (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was promise from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. It was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomfort.

Now this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a way to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining apparatus.
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers. We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one - and as you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves, the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $3.25 per barrel for the first year and a little over $2.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew that if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for their fires, -we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall River).
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every taxpayer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly such of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships - and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
EXTRACTS FROM SPEECH OF HON. F.D. ROOSEVELT
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. SEPT. 16, 1920

The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done.

I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in (New Bedford) (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this Fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was promise from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. It was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomfort.

Now this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a way to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining apparatus.
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the
East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out
gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers.
We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big
interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish
us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this
kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one — and as
you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New
England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive
businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be
absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves,
the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order
to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by
which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far
distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $5.25
per barrel for the first year and a little over $2.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to
show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts
to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they
have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if
we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could
be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe
that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew that
if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for
their fires, — we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy
profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall River).
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every tax-payer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly such of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships - and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done.

I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in (New Bedford) (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this Fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was promise from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy Ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. It was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomforture.

How this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a way to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining apparatus.
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers. We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one — and as you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves, the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $5.25 per barrel for the first year and a little over $2.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew that if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for their fires, — we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall River).
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every tax-payer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly such of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessaries, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships - and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
The best proof of what a Party will do is in what it has done.

I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in (New Bedford) (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this Fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was a promise from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. It was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomfort.

Now this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a way to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining apparatus.
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers. We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one - and as you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves, the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $3.25 per barrel for the first year and a little over $3.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew that if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for their fires, - we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall River).}
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every taxpayer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly such of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battleships - and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
EXTRACTS FROM SPEECH OF HOM. F. D. ROOSEVELT
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. SEPT. 16, 1920

The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done.
I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people
right here in (New Bedford) (Fall River). It is a story with a real
point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic
idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator
Harding.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days.
We had contracts for oil to last us through this fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally,
that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was promise from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy Ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. It was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomfort.

How this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a way to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining apparatus.
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers.

We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one—and as you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves, the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $3.25 per barrel for the first year and a little over $2.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew that if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for their fires, we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall River
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every taxpayer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly much of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships - and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done.

I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in New Bedford (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this Fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was promise from the great oil combinations of a little — a very little — not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy Ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. It was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomfort.

Here is how this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a way to use Mexican oil — a way which required extensive refining apparatus.
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers. We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one— and as you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves, the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $3.25 per barrel for the first year and a little over $3.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew that if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for their fires, we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall River).
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every tax-payer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you – I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly many of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships – and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done.

I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in (New Bedford) (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding. There were not many of them, but we finally found one or two.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was promise from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. I was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomfort.

Now this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a

to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining appar
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out the gasoleo for the mills across the border. We made our profits there on our Illinois gasoleo at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers.

We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish the Navy with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plan of this kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one — and as soon as they were going to set up an industry, they found it here in New England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves, the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far distant from this city (New Bedford; Fall River), at a price of $3.25 per barrel for the first year and a little over $2.50 for the second. That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe the Government should help every citizen and because we know that the Government should help every citizen and because we know that

if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for their fires, — we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy have the history of the successful oil we will have been at a profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) Fall.
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every taxpayer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly such of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships - and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
EXTRACTS FROM SPEECH OF HON. F. D. ROOSEVELT  
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. SEPT. 16, 1920

There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the West Coast.

The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done. I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in New Bedford (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding. There were not many of them, but we finally made six - and so you people.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was promises from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $7.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oil which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oil from Mexico on Navy ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. I was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomfort.

Now this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a scheme to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining appare
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the
East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out
gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers.
We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big
interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish
us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this
kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one — and as
you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New
England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressiv
businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be
absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves,
the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order
to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by
which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far
distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $3.25
per barrel for the first year and a little over $2.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to
show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts
to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they
have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if
we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they coul
d be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe
that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew th
if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil
their firms, we said it is not good Government policy to let the
profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall)
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every taxpayer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly such of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships - and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
EXTRACTS FROM SPEECH OF HON. F.D. ROOSEVELT
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. SEPT. 16, 1909

The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done.

I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in (New Bedford) (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was price from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. It was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomfort.

How this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a way to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining apparatus.
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers. We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one - and as you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves, the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $2.25 per barrel for the first year and a little over $2.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew that if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for their fires, -we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall River).
We will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent Ten Millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every tax-payer in the United States gained by the saving the Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not the Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly each of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the big interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever let a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those companies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, go through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the old Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who subscribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, being allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships - and if you know the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent to saying there would have been no chance at all.
EXTRACTS FROM SPEECH OF HON. F.D. ROOSEVELT
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. SEPT. 16, 1920

The best proof of what a Party will do is what it has done. I want to tell you a little story of what we have done for you people right here in (New Bedford) (Fall River). It is a story with a real point to it because it shows the difference between the Democratic idea of Government and the Senatorial idea as proclaimed by Senator Harding.

Last Spring the Navy Department took up the matter of securing oil for next year. Most of our ships, you know, burn oil now a days. We had contracts for oil to last us through this Fall, but we were politely told by the great oil interests which were making fabulous profits in selling commercial oil to mills and private establishments generally, that they could not renew contracts except at figures which were prohibitive. We advertised for bids not once but three times. The best we could get was promise from the great oil combinations of a little - a very little - not 10% of our total needs, at a price of over $4.00 per barrel. These companies controlled practically all of the oils which the Navy had always used and which had only been obtained in the past from the oil wells in the United States. They felt they had us because it had always been assumed to be impossible to use the heavy oils from Mexico on Navy Ships, and as they controlled all of the kind of oil we did use, it was perfectly apparent that they expected to feed us from hand to mouth at exorbitant profits and on terms of their own making. It was a delightful situation for the oil interests, and they evidently enjoyed our discomforture.

Now this is what the Navy did. Our experts worked out a way to use Mexican oil - a way which required extensive refining apparatus.
There was plenty of oil in Mexico, but all of the refineries on the East Coast, controlled by the great companies, were busy turning out gasoline at fat profit and oil at fancy figures for private customers. We had to hunt around to find a company not connected with the big interests, with skill and energy enough to accept our plan and to furnish us with refined Mexican oil. Our plan was put up to every plant of this kind. There were not many of them, but we finally found one — and as you people will probably say, quite naturally, found it here in New England. I say "quite naturally" because New England has more progressive businessmen and manufacturers who will refuse to allow themselves to be absorbed by trusts than in any other section of the Union.

So while the big combinations were laughing in their sleeves, the Department entered into a contract after public advertising in order to give the other companies one more chance to help the Navy out, by which this company manufactures this oil for us at a plant not far distant from this city (New Bedford) (Fall River), at a price of $3.25 per barrel for the first year and a little over $2.00 for the second.

That was good business for the Navy, but now I am going to show you how it was good business for you. This company had contracts to supply fuel oil for your mills right here in New Bedford, where they have a branch plant. They told us about these contracts and asked if we demanded that they supply the Navy exclusively, or whether they could be allowed to continue to supply your mills. Now because we believe that the Government should help every citizen and because we knew that if we cut off this supply your mills would be hard put for the oil for their fires, we said it is not good Government policy to let the Navy profit at the expense of the manufacturers of (New Bedford) (Fall River),
He will not only allow you to keep your contracts, but any surplus which you can make for the mills above the needs of the Navy you can continue to produce.

Now, as a result of this policy, New England has an independent refinery which, when entirely completed, will represent millions of dollars of investment, and your mills right here in New Bedford are going to get no inconsiderable amount of oil for your furnaces - coal shortage or no coal shortage.

Every taxpayer in the United States gained by the saving a Navy made in buying oil this way, because, of course, it was not a Navy which paid for it, but your people here in New Bedford, whether mill owners or mill workers, gained by having an assured fuel supply.

Now that is what the Government has done right here to help you - I think I might almost say what I have done to help you, because this whole matter came under me as Assistant Secretary of the Navy. But I want to ask you, particularly such of you as remember certain letters known as the Archibald Letters, whether you think the interests who control those who control Senator Harding would ever a proposition of this kind, so painfully unpleasant to those agencies which hoped to profit tremendously by the Navy oil necessities, through. I think you will agree with me there would be about as much chance of that happening as there would have been a chance under the Republican Administration of any independent steel mill beyond those who were bribed so generously and regularly to the Republican Campaign Funds, allowed to complete for armor plate for our battle ships - and if now the history of that scandal you will know that it is equivalent.
General Pledge was accompanied to the meeting by a member of the staff of the New York Times, who took photographs of General Pledge and his companions.

The General joined in the discussions of the meeting and read a paper on the subject of “The Role of the United Nations in the Peace Movement.” His speech was well received by the audience.

ASSAULTS REPUBLICANS’ DATA

“Misstatements and Shameless Attacks,” Says Harrison.

Campaign pamphlets which are being circulated by the Republican National Committee are condemned by Senator Pat Harrison, chairman of the Republican National Committee.

“Senator Harrison is attacking the Republicans in a false and unfair manner,” said Senator Harrison in a statement made at a meeting of the Republican National Committee yesterday.

“The Republican National Committee should make no use of false and unfair statements against its opponents. It is time that the Republicans stopped this kind of campaign,” said Senator Harrison.

Mrs. Oakley asks divorce.

Brings Action at White Plains.

Naming a Miss Fox.

Special to The New York Times.

Helen Oakley of Tarrytown has instituted action in the Supreme Court for a divorce from her husband, William Oakley. The petition is accompanied by a request for a separation from her husband.

Pageant “We, the People,” Tonight.

A patriotic pageant entitled “We, the People,” to be performed at a number of locations in the mid-western states, will be staged tonight at Carnegie Hall.

The pageant is under the auspices of the American Legion, and will take part in New York, Chicago, and St. Louis.

President Roosevelt to deliver a message from the White House.

CHARGE PRISON BRUTALITY

Federal Prisoners in Maryland Institution, 1917, say.

WASHINGTON, Sept. 16.—Federal prisoners in the Maryland Penitentiary, who are charged with disturbances, are on the march on the Capitol. They are said to be armed with knives and clubs.

The prisoners, who are said to have been ordered to the Capitol by the Governor, are reported to be armed with clubs and knives.

The prisoners, who are said to have been ordered to the Capitol by the Governor, are reported to be armed with clubs and knives.

Upholds Holcomb’s Suffrage Actions.

NEW HAVEN, Conn., Sept. 16.—Former Governor E. K. Baldwin, a Democrat, filed suit in the Supreme Court of Errors today, charging that the General Assembly of Connecticut is illegal. He also charged that the Governor, Horace Holcomb, who is a Republican, is acting illegally.

Upholds Holcomb’s Suffrage Actions.

NEW HAVEN, Conn., Sept. 16.—Former Governor E. K. Baldwin, a Democrat, filed suit in the Supreme Court of Errors today, charging that the General Assembly of Connecticut is illegal. He also charged that the Governor, Horace Holcomb, who is a Republican, is acting illegally.

COBY TO STUMP FOR COX.

Secretary Will Make Several Speeches for Ticket.

Special to The New York Times.

WILLIAMSBURG, Va., Sept. 16.—Mrs. Robert W. Lee, the widow of General Robert E. Lee, was stung by a wasp in her garden today. She was taken to the hospital.
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WILLIAMSBURG, Va., Sept. 16.—Mrs. Robert W. Lee, the widow of General Robert E. Lee, was stung by a wasp in her garden today. She was taken to the hospital.